Goals and requirements
Question

“Non-functional requirements are always hard to capture in use case-driven requirements approaches that user-centered requirements approaches can improved. In that case, how the non-functional requirements can be captured in user-centered requirements approaches?” Group 15
• Usability
• User requirements
• functional requirement
• UCD
• non-functional.
Question

“Donzel and setola present in their paper that e.g hard goals can be gathered from the soft goal modeling and from the organizational structure modeling. What methods can be used to collect hard and soft goals?” Group 7
• The Goal Question Metric (GQM)
• Conceptual level (GOAL):
  – Products
  – Processes
  – Resources
- Operational level (QUESTION)
- Quantitative level (METRIC)
  - Objective
  - Subjective
Requirement negotiation and prioritizing
Question

“What are the steps in Mayhew's nine-step procedure for setting usability goals?”  Group 3
Identify requirements referring to:

1. The user profile
2. The contextual task analysis
3. The business goals

===> 4. express them qualitatively in a draft
Analyze the goals

5. Prioritize the usability goals
6. Formulate quantitative usability goals

==> 7. *Document them*

8. Review and validate the goals
9. Collect benchmark data for relative goals
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“In the paper by Seffah et al. (2001), it's mentioned that the issue of human-to-human collaboration amongst users, stakeholders, usability engineers and software engineers has to be addressed for reconciling use case and usability driven approaches. How could this be done?” Group 4 and Group 14
Usual stakeholder groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Users</th>
<th>Usability researchers or academics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Developers and designers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Customers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marketing and business</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*usability researchers, users VS marketing and business (oos)*
*customers VS marketing (oos)*

*users + usability researchers VS customers + developers*
Where is the collaboration most problematic in this process?
Where is the collaboration most problematic in this process?

- Requirement negotiation (see next question: conflict solving)
- Throughout the actual development!
Practice suggestions

• focus groups
• informal meetings between users and clients/developers
• have the developers and clients assist to workshops
• have the developers and clients take notes at evaluations
Practice suggestions

• - organise design studios
  (collaborative, informal, space usage, empathy)
• - less paper work (agile)
• - face-to-face
• - empathy tools
• - common values ! (necessity to add up a framework like agile)
Are those approaches compatible with ACUDUC?

• Agile methods have proven to facilitate UCD practices in a number of examples
• Requirements are often flexible, and negotiable
• All principles of Agile methods need to be applied strictly in order to get good results
• Not all projects/structures are suitable for agile: philosophy/mentality
• Requires developer experience, and less paper
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Question

“In handling the knowledge acquired during the requirements engineering process an example was given where two of the stakeholders gave conflicting requirements. Can we identify some approaches that can be used to help resolve conflicts such as this?”

Group 2
Methods to facilitate communication in general

• Mayhew's nine steps: good for waterfall projects
• MoSCoW: divide the requirements in categories, in order to prioritize them
• Remote communication tools?
Methods to specifically solve conflicts

• Basic psychology
• Systematic process with multi-dimensional analysis
• Requirement prioritization based on risk estimation (MOQARE)
• Oz (groupware)
• WinWin framework
Methods to specifically solve conflicts

WinWin Negotiation Model:

Figure 1: WinWin Artifact Relationships and Taxonomy
Win Win

• Advantages:
  – Cognitive approach: gives equal voice to stakeholders
  – Promotes more cooperativeness
  – Helps focus on key issues
  – Effective for large and distributed groups

• Limitations:
  – Requires more preparation, and overhead
  – Does not replace interpersonal interaction in practice
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Measurements
Question

• “How should you set good, measurable requirements and attributes for a usability test?” **Group 7**

• “How can the efficiency of a GUI be measured in collaboration with users?” **Group 13**

• “In what way you will measure the usability goal which includes: Effectiveness, Efficiency and Satisfaction of a software developing process? For instance could the ISO definition of usability function as quality criteria for measuring it?” **Group 6**
ISO standard and requirements

• General ambitions
• Goals have to be measurable
Effectiveness

- Success rate
- Error rate
- Attempts
Efficiency

- Mean response time
- Consistence
- Expert as reference
Satisfaction

• Questionnaires
• Interviews
• Compare
Question

“How can the different usability methods be analyzed and measured in terms of their Efficiency, in order to form the set of usability methods for the specific methods/system.”

Group 8
• Importance of the context
• Make statements
• Many actors in a products life
“How do you measure the usability of a product? Even if a certain product meets all of its usability requirements, it doesn’t mean that it has good usability if the requirements are few or narrowed to start with. Are there any standards for how many requirements and how much percentage of it has to be fulfilled, or what aspects it must cover? Perhaps it is in the maintenance stage that usability rate can be revealed, when less complains is received?”  Group 8
• Clear and measurable goals at the beginning
• More research – more requirements
• Many stakeholders
• Larger list of goals at the end
Question

How would you select a scale of score when measuring the usability attributes in order to justify each difference in level of scores (like 1 to 2)? For example, is it meaningful to set scale of 7 instead of 5? Group 6
• No standards
• Depends on the level of details
• Odd or even number will make a difference
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Frameworks and processes
Question

“Since in RE framework, the achievement of the goals (soft or hard goals) is depending on the abilities and expertise of the Agents, does the RE framework have guidelines to improve the performance of the Agents. if yes how & How can a framework model help to understand the organizational structure?”

Group 8 and Group 13
• Organization Modeling
• agents and their goals identified
• goals refined
• agent thinks
Question

“What constraints does "easy to learn" bring to the development?” Group 11
• employee has to require a system and facilitating the collaboration
• adopt new technologies
Question

“In Comparing and Reconciling Usability-Centered and Use Case-Driven Requirements Engineering Processes, the authors said that the steps contained in the ACUDUC process were defined and validated through industrial projects. Can we find an example of a project where the process was implemented? If so, did they find any disadvantages with using the ACUDUC process?” Group 2
• No
• Validated through industrial projects
Question

“What can be the risk (from a usability product point of view) for the company due to introducing new technology(ies)? (paper: Handling the knowledge acquired during the requirements engineering process)” Group 1
• marketing analysis to gain and to suit
• misunderstandings and failures
• too short research
• no time, limited budget
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Methods
Question

“How do you create a non-standard method from the existing standard methods? Isn't the existing methods not applicable for all different use-cases? (How and why?)” Group 10
Why

• The standardized methods might not provide you with the data that you need
• The standardized methods might provide you with too much data
How?
Question

“Which advantages and disadvantages does non-standardized methods for improving usability have, compared with standardized? (Jokela, et. Al., 2006)” Group 4
Standardized

- You know what you get
- More reliable results
Non-standardized

- You can make them fit your needs
• Use standardized methods when you can
• But when you have to, make up your own
Question

“In "Methods for quantitative usability requirements: a case study on the development of the user interface of a mobile phone" is says that "Questionnaires measuring user satisfaction provide quantitative, though subjective usability metrics for related usability attributes". How come the questionnaire can make the subjective usability metrics for related usability attributes?” Group 5
• What we want to investigate:
  – If users are more satisfied with a given design compared to another one
• Why questionnaires can answer this question:
  – You can ask the participants to grade how satisfied they are with a given design
  – Compare that result with the same question for a different design
  – Yes the result is subjective, but
  – User-satisfaction is hard to measure without being subjective
“In which cases do questionnaires provide the most valid and reliable results and assessing usability?” Group 3
• You can measure anything with a questionnaire, but...
  – Measuring effectiveness and efficiency is better measured with other methods
• But it’s great for measuring user satisfaction
• The alternatives:
  – Counting the number of positive and negative comments during a user test
  – Or long-term measurements such as:
    • Rate of absenteeism
    • Rate of complaints
    • How often users requests to be transferred to other jobs
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Question

“For the paper: ”Methods for quantitative usability requirements a case study on the development of the user interface of a mobile phone”, besides the quantitative usability requirements, how do you collect the qualitative usability requirements?” Group5
• In many processes the qualitative usability requirements are the basis of the quantitative requirements...

• ... so by eliciting the quantitative requirements you automatically elicit the qualitative.
Qualitative descriptions

- Identifying and prioritizing the user groups
- Identify and prioritize the user’s goals
- Identify the critical goals
- Bunch the goals together
- Make qualitative descriptions of requirements
Question

• “Could you (as a group) assemble guidelines or a framework for eliciting an appropriate set of usability attributes and proper target values for them? (Jokela, et al., 2006)” Group 4

• “What are the practical guidelines to use when defining a set of usability attributes and targets for the attributes? (paper: methods for quantitative usability requirements...)” Group 1

• “From the paper: ”methods for quantitative usability requirements: a case study on the development of the user interface of a mobile phone”, in the topic of future research they mention that too little research have been done in the subject of measurable usability requirements. And there are few guidelines about how to derive the usability requirements. So how is it possible to define a good set of usability attributes?” Group 14
• Derive the quantitative attributes from the qualitative descriptions
• Easier to set relative attributes
• You should define four levels:
  – Worst
  – Planned
  – Best
  – Current
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Question

“How can you estimate the number of iterations needed when using an iterative process?” Group 12
• The size of the iteration depends on the size of the development team
• The number of iterations depends on the size of the iterations and what you’re developing
• A reasonable number could be between 3-10
UCD and iterations

• Since you’re involving the users it can be hard to estimate the number of iterations
• The solution could be Agile methods:
  – Short iterations (1-3 weeks)
  – Fixed budget and fixed time
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Question

“In the early stage of the development of a completely new product which methods, qualitative and quantitative would be reasonable? Why?” Group 13 and Group 12
The lead users method

• They have needs that will be general to the market, but they have it earlier
• They expect to benefit from a solution to those needs
The lead users method cont.

- Identify trends
- Identify high expectations
- Identify lead users
- Mix the lead users and the developers in a workshop
User toolkits

• Provide the users with resources so that they can come up with their own designs
• Innovative design stresses the requirements on the prototype
• Make the users understand what you’re designing
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